Abstract-An outphasing system at 2.14 GHz using LDMOS power amplifiers with an attempt to use composite right/left handed material transmission (CRLH) lines in the combiner part is presented. Linear amplification using nonlinear components (LINC) is a method that improves linearity without cost in Power Efficiency. By summing two constant-envelope phase modulated signals this system exhibits high efficiency performance since the amplifiers used can be operated close to saturation levels and still get reasonably linear output.
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I. INTODUCTION
The rapid advance of communication systems and applications has led in the development of advanced digital modulation methods with high linearity requirements from the power amplification systems. Amplifier designers have been using several methods in order to improve linearity, usually in the cost of power efficiency. This trade-off between linearity and efficiency has re-surfaced the interest of outphasing systems initially presented by Chireix [1] and later by Cox [2] . From that work it was apparent that by combining two constant-envelope phase modulated signals an amplitude modulated signal with high linearity and efficiency could be extracted. Much work has been done in order to improve and adjust this technique for modem communication systems [3] .
In a LINC system the two branches that are combined have an adjustable phase difference between them. Ideally with careful selection of the phase difference the use of highly efficient saturated amplifiers in each branch is possible while the AM-AM and AM-PM distortion of each device is not present at the combined output. Several variations of this system exist and mainly have to do with different kinds of power combining [4] . In this work an asymmetrical combiner is designed and simulated in a LINC system in comparison with a conventional microstrip Wilkinson power combiner. In order to introduce asymmetry in the combiner two LC element units were used. The element parameters of each unit were tuned in order to present less reactive loads on each branch while keeping the isolation line. The configuration of the LC unit represents a composite right/left hand (CRLH) material 1-D unit cell [5] , [6] , [7] . Series capacitors and shunt inductor are required in order to give left-handed behavior in the line while the transmission lines represent the, unavoidable in practice, right handed behavior.
II. LINc POWER AMPLIFIERS
The design of the LINC system that was simulated was based on an example of the Agilent ADS software. On each branch an LDMOS microstrip power amplifier was designed with a centre frequency of 2.14 GHz. Despite the large parasitics usually present in LDMOS devices [4] , this technology was chosen in order to ensure high power amplification. The software uses an equation based unit in order to modulate and separate the sinusoidal signals of the input in a form of phase modulated signals appropriate for a two tone simulation test. Also it provides the necessary phase difference for each branch.
RF PA As shown in Fig. 1 the input of each amplifier has a phase difference of + in comparison with the input signal. For the duration of the simulations o was chosen to be 900.
III. POWER COMBINERS
In order to investigate the performance of the CRLH material power combiner the results are compared with those of a conventional Wilkinson power combiner. The new combiner is using two asymmetrical CRLH unit cells in the isolation line and the resistor between them as shown in Fig. 2 Each unit cell is comprised of in series capacitances and microstrip lines while in the middle a parallel inductance is introduced. The layout of the CRLH unit cell is shown in Fig. 3 . It is obvious from Fig. 4 that using the new combiner the improvement in C/IM3 is expanded for more power levels. There is reduction of C/IM3 in lower power levels but outphasing amplifiers don't operate in such "backed-off' levels and only extremely "deep" amplitude modulated (AM) signals could show increased distortion.
However this improvement in distortion has to be accompanied by an improvement (or at least not a reduction) in efficiency in order to be possible to avoid the traditional tradeoff between these two basic performance characteristics. Indeed as it is shown in Fig. 5 the Power Added Efficiency of the system is improved by using the new combiner for up to 8%. It should be noted that the high peak of C/IM3 using the Wilkinson combiner is slightly "backed-off' from the saturation power levels in which the outphasing systems usually operate. Although the CRLH combiner can be tuned in order two "move" the peak in higher power levels and thus working in a more efficient state, the values were chosen so as a direct comparison in the same power levels could be done between the two combiners. Since the results of the two-tone simulations were positive the next level is to test the system under a more realistic modulated input signal. After testing the two combiners of the system under various input power levels it was shown that improvement of up to 6 dBm in intermodulation distortion levels. Modulated signal tests in such systems are important since the performance of the outphasing amplification can be compromised when "deep" AM is applied to the carrier. In Fig. 6 the response of the LINC system under a WCDMA signal is shown. After testing the two combiners of the system under various input power levels it was shown that improvement of up to 6 dBm in intermodulation levels. In order to test the intermodulation performance of a PA under a modulated signal, the most appropriate measurement is the adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR). This is defined as the ratio of power in a bandwidth away from the main signal (the distortion product)to the power in a bandwidth within the main signal. In Fig. 7 it is shown that the ACPR performance of the amplifier using the new combiner is improved over the version with the conventional Wilkinson combiner.
IV. CONCLUSION
The performance of a LINC system at 2.14 GHz using two LDMOS power amplifiers and CRLH power combiner has been presented. The use of an asymmetrical CRLH combiner has improved both the linearity and the efficiency of the LDMOS LINC amplifier. Using LC elements in order to improve the impedance seen by each branch has proved successful and leaves room for further improvement since it can be tuned in order to allow the system to have better C/IM3 in the high efficiency region of saturation, instead of the peak in back-off power region that the Wilkinson combiner demonstrates.
